MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 03.08.2011 BY HON'BLE CHIEF MINISTER ON "AAROGYASRI HEALTH CARE TRUST (AHCT)"

The following members were present:
1) Sri D.L. Ravindra Reddy, Hon'ble Minister for Medical & Health
3) Sri N. Srikanth, IAS, CEO, Aarogyasri Health Care Trust
4) Dr. M.B.R. Sarma, Director of Medical Education
5) Sri K. Phanikoteswara Rao, Commissioner, APVVP.
6) Sri P. Sampath Kumar, DME (Academic)

1. 133 identified and simple procedures of Aarogyasri, earmarked for Govt. Hospitals shall continue to be performed in Govt. Hospitals.

   (Action: CEO-AHCT, DME, Commr-APVVP)

2. All necessary arrangements(managerial, infrastructure and equipment) shall be made in all APVVP hospitals and Teaching hospitals in the 10 Districts of Phase 4 & 5, to proactively service all the private hospital case load for the 133 procedures ear-marked for Government hospitals.

   (Action: District Collectors, MD-APMSIDC, Commr-APVVP, DME)

3. An assessment of Aarogyasri funds available with the Govt. Hospitals in the 10 districts(Hyderabad, Warangal, Adilabad, Khammam, Kurnool, Krishna, Guntur, Vizianagaram, Visakhapatnam, and Nizamabad) shall be made immediately and collectors to be permitted to utilize the funds for the immediate needs of instruments / equipment / infrastructure of the empanelled govt. Hospitals.

   (Action: District Collectors)
4. Wherever Govt. Doctors are not available to perform some of these 133 surgeries, private doctors shall be engaged by the respective hospitals as on case-wise payment as per the instructions already in force. Payments shall be made to private doctors from Aarogyaasri funds.

(Action: District Collectors, Superintendents of Hospitals, DME, Commr-APVVP)

5. Condition of use of laproscope and super-speciality doctors to be relaxed for these 133 procedures in Govt. Hospitals.

(Action: CEO-AHCT)

6. Efforts to be made to synchronise all the insurance tenders of Aarogyaasri Scheme with the financial year ending 31st March of every year. The tenders for the five (5) phases of Aarogyaasri however shall not be clubbed into a single tender but kept separate, in order to avoid monopoly.

(Action: CEO-AHCT)

7. A Public Relations Officer from AHCT to brief the medical community proactively on the arrangements made regularly.

(Action: CEO-AHCT)